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Q: "What can a small, innovative city contribute to the sustainability revolution?,,1 
A: Effective, innovative global leadership. 

Even with the recent progress that President Obama has achieved,2 the U.S. must 
do far more to combat catastrophic climate change. Between now and 2016, Congress 
will likely do little, so states and cities must act. AB 32 is a great advance, but its goals 
are limited, and cap-and-trade approaches may never gain broad support.3 A properly 
designed carbon tax would bring us much closer to realizing "the concept of true-cost 
pricing in which externality costs are incorporated into price structures whenever 
possible," which the Palo Alto City Council accepted in 2009.4 To (a) change local buying 
decisions and (b) advance a model that might be adopted nationally or internationally, 
Palo Alto should enact a generally-revenue-neutral carbon tax based on these principles: 

• A "carbon tax" on major greenhouse gases (GHGs) paid by all people and entities 
• "Generally-revenue-neutral": maximum 1 0% cumulative exceptions for (a) 

administrative costs and (b) reimbursements for low-income and qualifying seniors 
• Phased in (rising 33%/yr) over first 3 years of initial 1 O-year term (e.g., 2016-2025) 
• Realistic pricing (>$120/MtC02e in 2016, increasing >4%/yr in real terms)5 
• "Encouraged savings" of -$50/mo (yr1) - $150/mo (yr3) for avg PA household6 

o Change key buying decisions (e.g., electric vehicle or electric heating conv.) 
o Could be coupled with financing programs for qualifying capital expenses 

• Sensible revenue neutrality for cities: "pay, hold, and mandated repayment" 
o Most cities lack employment or income taxes to offset 
o Instead, collect carbon tax, hold for >5 years, and then return 

• Preferably with interest (e.g., Palo Alto's cost of capital) 
o Strong pricing signal + incentives for capital investments + financing source 

• Explore GHG pollution abatement fee as alternative, if necessary 
• Existing models to learn from and build upon: British Columbia and Boulder, CO 

1 http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/services/sustainability/ 
2 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/11 111 lus-china-joint-announcement-climate-change 
3 See, e.g., http://www.latimes.com/opinion/editorials/la-ed-adv-carbon-tax-20140712-story.html. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/22/opinion/sunday/lessons-for-climate-change-in-the-2008-recession.html 
4 Resolution No. 9013, http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents122675/ 
5 Compare http://www.lse.ac.uk/Granthamlnstitute/wp-contentiuploads/2014/06IWorking-Paper-159-Dietz-and
Stern-20141.pdf at 22 
6 Assuming (a) ann'l primary emissions/hshld =15 MtC02e (2016, declining), (b) $120/MtC02e (2016, increasing) 


